In this paper, we propose a joint estimation method of carrier frequency offsets (CFO) and channel impulse responses (CIR) for an uplink OFDMA system. We consider the CFOs come into play from the emitters due to frequency mismatch between the terminals and base station oscillators. We also take into account the cyclic prefix to derive a new model of the received signal.
INTRODUCTION
The new mobile communication systems such as Wifi, WiMAX and LTE (Long Term Evolution) have to offer high data rates both in the uplink and downlink directions in order to fulfill the needs of the innovative multimedia applications [1, 2] . OFDMA is coming forth as the favored downlink transmission scheme for these systems because it is highly robust in frequency selective radio channels and also provides a good system flexibility. However, questions are still raised about the use of OFDMA in the uplink direction. A well known problem of OFDMA in the uplink is its sensitivity to carrier frequency offsets (CFOs). This paper concentrates on carrier frequency synchronization error while perfect time synchronization is assumed. The frequency mismatch may result from the user terminals oscillators mismatches with the base station oscillator. This phenomenon is all the more important than the terminals must be cheap. The different CFOs can not be canceled at the base station, resulting in severe interference, see [3] , which degrades the system performance. The channel estimation for OFDM systems has been well studied, e.g. [4, 5] . However when uplink OFDMA transmission is considered, an efficient joint estimation of the channel impulse responses and CFOs is required in the presence of frequency mismatch. A few authors have addressed this issue This work is supported by the French IdF Region DIM "Logiciels et Systmes Complexes" Project DESAP.
in uplink OFDMA system [6, 7] . However most of the presented algorithms consider the estimation of the CFO alone without considering the channel estimation. Some studies have been presented in [8, 9] . In [8] , joint CFO and channel estimation is done using the maximum-likelihood approach but it proves to be highly complex. In [9] , authors have presented the estimator based on a polynomial approximation for the CFO estimation which tends to reduce the complexity one faces in the grid search algorithms. However all the authors while doing the joint estimation for the uplink OFDMA transmission assume that the CFO is applied to the signal after the channel convolution i.e. at the receiver. Unlike them, we consider a signal model considering that CFO comes strictly from the mismatch of the emitter oscillator with the base station, i.e. before the channel convolution. Therefore the CFO comes into action from the transmitted signal presented at the output of the emitter. Based on this new transmission model we show that our proposed algorithm further simplifies the CFO estimation compared to the approach provided in [9] . In section 2, the considered system model is presented along with an analytical signal model. In section 3, the proposed joint estimation algorithm is presented followed by the numerical results in Section 4.
UPLINK SYSTEM MODEL: CFO FROM EMITTER MODEL
In this section, we present the uplink OFDMA system under consideration. The available bandwidth B is divided into N p subcarriers. N u is the total number of users in the system. The radio channel model is assumed to be frequency selective. The last L cp modulation symbols in the OFDM symbol are repeated after the inverse DFT to form the cyclic prefix. The signal at the output of the transmitter of user u is given by
where f c is the carrier frequency, p (u) (t) is the impulse response of the low pass filter at the transmitter and T is the symbol period of an OFDMA symbol. δf
represents the CFO of user u with respect to f c . The CFO appears in the transmitted signal because we are considering the case where the user u terminal is not perfectly synchronized to the carrier frequency of the base station due to the components misbehavior. Note that a (u) k are the symbols at the IDFT output. Signals from different users x (u) (t) pass through individual convolutive multipath radio channels. The received signal at the base station is the sum of the signals from all users. The received discrete-time baseband signal r i at the base station is given by
where * stands for convolution.
is the i th sample of the transmitted signal of user
denotes the l th sample of the impulse response of the channel for user u, including the transmitter and receiver filters, n i is the additive white Gaussian noise. L h is the channel length which is assumed to be less than the cyclic prefix length i.e. L h < L cp . Note that δf (u) is the normalized CFO of user u and is given by
Since we wanted to perform channel and CFO estimation, we carefully worked on eq.(3) to separate the different contributions. By collecting the N p samples and removing the cyclic prefix as in [3] , we have derived the following new expression:
where r is an N p × 1 vector containing the samples of the received signal and n is the N p × 1 noise vector with noise samples. The (δ (u) X (u) ) product, in eq. (4), is shown below in matrix form, where the index u is removed for simplicity,
has the samples of the transmitted signal along with the cyclic prefix of length L cp . The
is the shift matrix of user u containing its shift coefficients. The represents the Hadamard product. Hadamard product comes in because the input data is multiplied with the CFO at the emitter of the desynchronized user u. Note that δ k (u) = e j2πkδf (u) /Np , with k = 0, ..., N p + L cp − 2, are the shift coefficients of user u.
PROPOSED ESTIMATION ALGORITHM
Given the model in eq. (4), we consider the joint maximum likelihood estimation of the channel and the CFO. Assuming the noise n is uncorrelated and complex Gaussian with zero mean and variance σ 2 n , and the different users data are independent from each other, the ML estimate of the channel with respect to the CFO is given by
The CFO estimate,δ f (u) , should be obtained by inserting h (u) in to the log-likelihood function as follows
where the cost function is given by
The cost function in eq. (7) is very complex to maximize because of the presence of the matrix inversion. By following the approach of [9] and choosing orthogonal training sequences like CHU-Codes [10] , the cost function in eq.(7) can be simplified as
We propose to further simplify the above equation to
with
her is a hermitian matrix given by
The high complexity of the grid search algorithms has led researchers to look for alternative ways to find estimation algorithms with low complexity to solve eq.(6). An alternative class of estimator proposed in [9, 11] uses polynomial approximations. For example in [11] authors have applied polynomial approximation to the cost function while in [9] the polynomial approximation of the shift matrix is applied. We propose to apply the polynomial approximation to the δ (u) her matrix rather than the shift matrix δ (u) for user u. We found that the resulting estimator is simpler. We propose to approximate δ (u) her as the first term of the following expression,
where the matrix D m is given by
For a polynomial of degree M expansion
To find the frequency estimate, the first derivative of eq. (14) is set to zero
where the co-efficients d
From eq.(16) it can be seen that the co-efficients of the first derivative of the cost function J our (δf (u) ) are much simpler compared to those in [9] . For example, for a polynomial of degree M = 2, the CFO estimator is given by
where δf
is the initial guess of the CFO in the system.
NUMERICAL RESULTS
This section presents the simulations that are performed in order to validate our proposed estimation method. We assume that there are two users in the system, N u = 2. The main simulation parameters considered are the total number of the available subcarriers N p = 128 and the length of the cyclic prefix is L cp = N p /8. The channel is implemented with random impulse responses with Rayleigh fading coefficients and the length of the channel is equal to the length of the cyclic prefix L h = L cp . The orthogonal training sequences are generated using [10] . Initially the CFO experienced by both the users is taken as constant.
In Figure 1 , we have plotted the mean and the variance of the δ f (u) estimate about the true δf (u) value for iterations over different channel realizations. We can see that the esti- In Figure 2 , we have plotted the mean and variance of the δ f (u) estimate for a higher value of CFO δf (u) = 0.3. We For higher values of the CFO the M = 2 estimator does not perform well because of the increased distance from the origin and the estimator does not converge unlike for M = 5 which provides better results. So it can be seen that the degree of the polynomial determines the quality of the estimator. Our proposed model reduces the computational steps required in the calculation of the coefficients d m+1 even more compared to the estimator method proposed in [9] . Calculation of d m+1 involves simple Hadamard product which can be easily implemented. This difference comes into play because the estimator approach in [9] considers the CFO at the receiver only. Figure 3 shows the results for the mean squared error (MSE) values of the CFO along with the MSE values of estimated channel coefficients plotted against the SNR values for our proposed estimation method. Results in Figure 3 are computed with M = 3. It is assumed that no initial knowledge of CFO is available i.e. δf (u) o = 0. The CFO values of the two users are simulated as independent uniformly distributed random variables with a maximum possible value of δf max = 0.2 i.e. for any user u the CFO is δf (u) ≤ δf max .
CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have derived a new received signal model taking into account the CFO at the user terminal and before the multipath channel. We proposed a method for the joint estimation of the channel impulse response and the carrier frequency offsets for an uplink OFDMA system. Thanks to our signal model, we estimate the CFOs using a polynomial approximation. The CFO estimates are then used to estimate the channel using the maximum-likelihood approach.
